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Notice! The video cannot be seen directly on Web. One has to download the file in one’s computer and see the video on it.

Notes on “Video: Demonstration of the thermal edge flow in a rarefied gas”

Yoshio Sone

This is the explanatory notes on the video files uploaded at the same address as this article in Kyoto University Research Information Repository. The video files are the digitized version of video films chosen from the video records in the course of the experimental work published as Ref. [1].

In the experiment, it is demonstrated by a small windmill that a flow is induced near the edge of uniformly heated plate in a rarefied gas in such a way that a gas in front of the edge is pulled in along the plate. The experiment is done in a cylindrical vacuum chamber (diameter 250 mm, height 300 mm) of a glass bell jar on a steel base, where the pressure can be controlled between the atmospheric pressure and several pascals. A simple rectangular copper plate (about 100×200 mm) of 0.2 mm thickness with heaters along the shorter edges is set vertically in the chamber, with the longer edges vertical or horizontal. Flows induced around the longer edges are detected by small windmills (5- or 7-mm radius) made of plastic film. In the experiment, the temperature of the plate is uniform at about 44°C when heated, and the room temperature is around 20°C.

In Video 1, where the longer edges are vertical, with decrease of the pressure in the chamber, a horizontal flow is shown to be induced in such a way as for a gas in front of the vertical edge to be pulled in along the edge. The difference of the speeds of the rotation of the two windmills in the video does not mean that the flow speeds differ so much in the two positions, but it is due to the shape of the windmill, which is not symmetric with respect to the direction of rotation. The data around the other longer edge in Ref. [1] show this (or see Refs. [2] or [3]).

In Video 2, where the longer edges are horizontal, a vertical flow around the upper edge is shown. Here, with decrease of the pressure in the chamber, transition from an upward natural convection to a downward thermal edge flow is seen by the reversal of direction of rotation of the windmill.

More about the experiment and the thermal edge flow, which is not so popular as the thermal creep flow [4, 5], are given in Refs. [1]–[4]. The bell jar system

---

1 The flow is called thermal edge flow now.

2 The nonuniformity of the plate temperature is so small that the thermal creep flow due to it is negligible.
being a standard one found in most of chemistry departments and other apparatus being so simple, one can perform the thermal-edge-flow experiment, as well as the thermal-creep-flow one in Refs. [6, 7], by oneself easily. The thermal edge flow as well as the thermal creep flow is applied to a vacuum pump without a moving part (see, e.g., Refs. [4, 8, 9]). Incidentally, flows around an edge of a cooled plate are studied numerically in Ref. [10] (see also Refs. [1, 2, 3]).

Sone thanks H. Sugimoto for the help in digitizing the video film.
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